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ABSTRACT

Conformational restrictions of flexible torsion angles were used to guide the identification of new chemotypes of HCV NS5B inhibitors. Sites for rigidifications were based on an acquired conformational understanding of compound binding requirements and the roles of substituents in the free and bound states. Chemical bioisosteres of amide bonds were explored in order to improve cell-based potency. Examples are shown, including the design concept that led to the discovery of the phase III clinical candidate deleobuvir (BI 207127). The structure-based strategies employed have general utility in drug design.

INTRODUCTION

The optimization and exploitation of ligand binding to macromolecules, which is one of the primary goals of medicinal chemistry, may often be confounded by a variety of interrelated factors. Structure-activity relationships attempt to elucidate the importance and impact of direct ligand-protein interactions such as van der Waals surface contacts, lipophilic and ionic attractions as well as the establishment of hydrogen bonds and solvation influences. However, there are some other less characterized but nonetheless important factors. These include, but are not limited to, conformational changes associated with the binding events (ligand and protein). The deconvolution of the individual enthalpic and entropic energy components detailed above often prove to be very challenging or seemingly impossible. While significant advances have led to receptor induced-fit and conformational selection models that describe bimolecular
recognition,\textsuperscript{1,2} a more comprehensive view of the impact of shape and conformational changes upon binding are still evolving.\textsuperscript{3–5} Ligand-receptor association may be viewed as the collision of two flexible objects where their transient shapes must have sufficient complementarities to enable initial contact followed by mutual adaptations to stabilize the interactions. Deciphering the precise details of the collision and binding events remains largely elusive and impractical in drug discovery, but if trends are exposed and properly exploited, then breakthroughs may be possible.\textsuperscript{3}

This work describes our approach in acquiring information about the ligand shape and conformational changes associated with the binding events, from which rigidification proposals and analogues were then generated as a mean of exploring new chemotypes and chemically diverse series of compounds. The examples discussed here involve targeting the thumb pocket 1 allosteric site of the NS5B polymerase of the hepatitis C virus (HCV).\textsuperscript{6}

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our initial HCV NS5B polymerase hit (compound 1; Figure 1) came from a high-throughput screen of our compound collection.\textsuperscript{7} Ligand-based optimization led to the potent tryptophan-benzimidazole analog 2,\textsuperscript{7b,h} but this series lacked many desired properties for an effective anti-HCV drug (e.g. cell culture activity) presumably due to the effects of two ionizable carboxylic acid functions. A knowledge-based strategy successfully “linker hopped” to a new structural hinge that led to a promising diamide chemical series (e.g. compound 3; Figure 1) that appropriately matched the ligand bioactive conformation and pocket bioactive space.\textsuperscript{3,7c} Subsequently, hit-to-lead and lead
optimization \textsuperscript{8a} efforts led to several structural modifications, including the replacement of the benzimidazole scaffold with the more lipophilic indole isostere, and identification of BILB 1941 (compound 4, Figure 1), which was advanced to clinical development. This compound was the first inhibitor of HCV NS5B binding to the thumb pocket I allosteric site to demonstrate proof-of-concept in reducing viral load in patients infected with HCV genotype-1, albeit with limited potency at the tolerated doses.\textsuperscript{8}
Figure 1. Key lead series discovered as thumb pocket 1 HCV polymerase inhibitors. Blue and red denotes those atoms involved in the structural hinge. For the IC\textsubscript{50} assay, the Δ21 NS5B construct from GT-1b was used.\textsuperscript{7b} For the EC\textsubscript{50} assay, a GT-1b luciferase reporter assay was employed.\textsuperscript{12,7c}

Efforts were then focused on identifying new series of compounds that bound to the same site and had improved cell-based potency and pharmacological properties. The rationale employed to transition to new and promising series was based on an acquired understanding of ligand binding requirements and substituent roles in the free and bound states of our initial leads.

An overview of our understanding of the roles of each substituent for 4 was assembled via multidisciplinary approaches and is summarized in Figure 2. The ensemble of information was consistent with the cyclopentyl ring playing an important role, as it binds in a lipophilic pocket exposed upon displacement of the A1 finger loop that interacts with the thumb domain in the apo state\textsuperscript{3} The pyridyl group lies over the protein surface and appears to have minor binding attributes as supported by the lack of NMR differential line broadening, and SAR studies that show that a plethora of substituent replacements are possible at this position.\textsuperscript{3,7a-d,h,8a} This substituent’s principal role is likely to help orient and sterically rigidify the free state of the critical cyclopentyl ring to adopt the bioactive conformation. The indole has an important scaffolding role, orienting the appendages along the α, β and γ torsion angles (Figure 2). This bicyclic scaffold also lies perfectly flat against a receptor cliff. The methyl group helps rigidify the α torsion angle and may be involved in weak electrostatic interactions with the polymerase backbone carbonyls of Leu 492 and Gly 493.\textsuperscript{3} The right-hand side of this
compound employs an $\alpha,\alpha$-disubstituted amino acid as a structural hinge that links with and enables the phenyl cinnamic acid right-hand side to lie flat over the upper receptor plateau. The carbonyl located between angles $\gamma$ and $\delta$ is involved in a hydrogen-bond with Arg 503 (not highlighted in the surface display in Figure 2).

Figure 2. Shown is a model structure of 4 bound to thumb pocket 1 of HCV polymerase. The model shown was generated using a combination of X-ray structures of related compounds, NMR bound data, and docking.\textsuperscript{3} Also displayed are interpretations of the roles of each substituent derived from multidisciplinary efforts. The red-colored Greek letters $\alpha$-$\nu$ designate the torsion angles for which conformational restrictions were explored and discussed herein. Some amino acid residues and features of the HCV polymerase binding site are indicated in yellow.

Given the wealth of knowledge built around this diamide series as well as the earlier tryptophan analogues,\textsuperscript{3,7,8} multiple ideas for conformational restrictions and scaffold replacements were proposed to identify new possible chemotypes. Studies
exemplified here involved the torsion angles designated by Greek letters (red) in Figure 2.

The first examples involving conformational rigidifications of the left-hand side were focused on torsion angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$. We reported earlier that an important role of the pyridyl group at the indole C-2 position was to sterically orient the critical cyclopentyl to its bioactive conformation.\textsuperscript{7h} Thus, both substituents appeared to be conformationally interdependent through the rotation energy barriers for angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$.\textsuperscript{7h} This was corroborated with the creative efforts of other groups by designing novel macrocycles of various ring sizes that attempt to rigidify the C-2 substituent in its bioactive conformation (as revealed by X-ray crystallography).\textsuperscript{9}

Analogue 5 (Figure 3) provides a literature example of this type of “top cyclization” (red), and additional examples are shown in the Supporting Information.\textsuperscript{9} This compound had impressive activity in cell culture ($EC_{50} = 0.004 \mu M$), and many new compounds have been discovered that apply similar and more elaborate “top cyclization” strategies. Other pharmaceutical companies have found that some analogs with “top cyclizations” had improved PK profiles, and compounds that are based on this concept are in clinical development.\textsuperscript{9}
Figure 3. Example of conformational restrictions along torsion angles α and β (colored red). For the IC\textsubscript{50} assay, the Δ21 NS5B construct from GT-1b was used.\textsuperscript{7g} For the EC\textsubscript{50} assay, a GT-1b luciferase reporter assay was employed.\textsuperscript{12,7e}

We also applied “bottom cyclization” strategies to constrict rotations along both α and β torsion angles. Figure 3 provides examples of “bottom cyclizations” (colored red) as in compounds 6-9. Compound 6 exhibited poor activity (80-fold drop in potency) compared to the corresponding unrestricted analogs bearing a heterocycle such as 2-pyridyl at C-2 (IC\textsubscript{50} = 0.23 µM).\textsuperscript{7c,h} Nonetheless, this type of cyclization, when combined with more optimal right-side groups that compensate for the loss in intrinsic potency of
the left-hand side, has the potential to provide alternate chemotypes with good cell culture activity as shown for compounds 7, 8 and 9.

In parallel to the above studies, chemical modifications were applied to restrict conformational flexibility along torsion angle \( \gamma \) (Figure 4). Studies were performed on a related benzimidazole series with improved solubility and amenable to biophysical analyses. Compound 10 exhibited ROESY NMR cross-peaks between amide hydrogen 1 and both aromatic hydrogens 16 and 18, implying conformational heterogeneity along \( \gamma \) in the free state. Earlier energy calculations reported low energy minima when the directly attached left-side amide and benzimidazole planes were mostly co-planar, suggesting that the amide can adopt two orientations - the bioactive “up orientation” where NH1 is close to 18 and the non-bioactive “down orientation” where NH1 is close to 16.\(^{3,7}\) Therefore, the above data were consistent with only half of the molecules adopting the bioactive “up orientation” along \( \gamma \) in the free state.
Figure 4. Shown are the structures and inhibition activities of methyl and aza analogues. NMR ROESY are shown for the compounds in the diamide series. ROESY data provide inter-hydrogen distance information for small molecules in the free-state, allowing the determination of conformational preferences in the free-state.

We therefore designed compounds 11 and 13 (Figure 4) with chemical modifications that were meant to promote the bioactive “up orientation” of the amide NH1. For compound 11, it was envisioned that placing a methyl group at position 18 would result in a steric clash with the proximate amide carbonyl thus forcing the amide NH1 into or close to the bioactive “up orientation”. As a control, compound 12 was also made with the methyl placed at position 16. Unfortunately, compounds 11 and 12 were both much less potent than the unrestricted control compound 10. Calculations suggested that this may be the result of distorting the amide plane away from the benzimidazole
plane, ROESY NMR data on the right of Figure 4 are consistent with the methyl groups forcing a mix of conformations given that compounds 11 and 12 have peaks between the amide hydrogen 1 to both hydrogens 16 and 18. It is noteworthy that the carbonyl group of this amide bond is involved in a critical hydrogen bond with the guanidinium side chain of Arg 503 and disturbing the orientation of this group could have a negative impact on potency. Thus, methylation did not force a single amide orientation but rather allowed non-bioactive, free-state conformations as was also noted for the unsubstituted derivative 10. Other factors could also have contributed to the loss in potency. For example, methylation at position 16 may have also introduced unfavorable steric clashes with the receptor pocket (e.g. compound 12). However, this should not be the case for methylation at position 18 given that it should be solvent exposed in the bound state. More likely in this case, methylation distorts the amide away from the bioactive conformation. Given the above, it was concluded that methylated analogues had undesirable properties, and alternative strategies for rigidifying γ should be thought.

Calculations suggested that incorporation of nitrogen at position 18 would result in low energy minima such that amide NH1 would preferentially promote the bioactive “up orientation” of the amide (via the nitrogen lone pair electrons and the amide NH1). The corresponding aza-benzimidazole was made (compound 13) and the expected free-state conformation was corroborated by NMR data, where no ROESY peak was observed between hydrogens 1 and 16 (bottom right of Figure 4); a result only possible if compound 13 adopted the lowest energy “up orientation” of the amide NH1. However, a comparison of the activities of the control compound 10 versus aza-benzimidazole 13 showed a 4-fold loss in potency, despite conformational rigidification toward the
bioactive conformation. It is likely that the loss in potency upon incorporating a nitrogen arose mainly from another unfavorable source, such as electrostatic incompatibility between the negative electrostatic potential introduced by incorporation of the nitrogen on the ligand with the negative electrostatic potential of the corresponding site of the receptor (see Supporting Information). Despite the fact that the nitrogen and methylation strategy described here failed to spawn attractive chemotypes, it did demonstrate that analysis tools, in particular NMR, may be used to better understand undesired and unexpected properties.

Conformational rigidification efforts were also directed to the extended diamide right-hand side of inhibitors. It was noteworthy that the potencies of analogs bearing a cinnamyl moiety in either meta or para position with respect to the aniline nitrogen were similar (unpublished data; refer also to the example in Appendix 3 of the Supporting Information). Consistent with this positional tolerability, the flexible \( \nu \) torsion angle of the cinnamic acid moiety could be replaced with a variety of rigid and planar 5-membered rings (data not shown). One interesting example is shown in Figure 5A as compound 14. This compound had attractive potency and solubility properties which made it amenable to NMR solution studies for better understanding its binding to the polymerase. NMR experiments were performed using differential line broadening (DLB) techniques\(^{13}\) to differentiate the ligand substituents that contacted the receptor from those that were solvent exposed. This was done by superimposing the one-dimensional \(^1\)H NMR spectra of free 14 (blue in Figure 5B) with that of 14 in the presence of HCV polymerase (red in Figure 5B). Ligand resonances that differed the most (see dotted
ovals in Figure 5B) are those that report contacts with the receptor, and those that do not change are assumed to be solvent exposed in the free and bound states.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.** (A) The structure of compound 14 with the hydrogen nomenclature colored based on observed DLB data given in (B). Magenta numbers denote hydrogen resonances that changed significantly upon the addition of HCV polymerase; green numbers are hydrogens that experienced insignificant changes, and black numbers signify ambiguous data. (B) Blue $^1$H NMR spectrum is of free 14 (at 200 µM), and the red spectrum is after adding HCV polymerase (at 20 µM).

The DLB data are summarized in Figure 5A where the hydrogen numbers are colored magenta for resonances which changed the most, and hydrogen numbers are colored green for those resonances that experienced little or no change. No conclusions
could be made for hydrogen numbers colored black. The ensemble of this DLB data suggested that the bottom part of 14 contacted the receptor (magenta numbers are all at the bottom), whereas the top part was solvent exposed (green numbers are at the top). Overall, the DLB data are consistent with compound binding in a similar manner as the related complex shown for 4 in Figure 2.

Attempts were then made to modulate the free state conformational properties by changing the position of the nitrogen of the central structural hinge as was described in detail for an earlier series. However, Figure 6 showed that the related enantiomeric analogues 15 and 16 did not provide improved potencies. Nonetheless, all three compounds were then subjected to NMR transferred NOESY experiments in the presence of the polymerase to determine the bound conformations using crosspeaks that report intra-ligand hydrogen distance information (<5Å) (Figure 6). Our intention was to identify a bound conformation that would be representative of the series. However, an analysis of the transferred NOESY data for all three compounds in Figure 6 suggested that the right side of these compounds did not adopt identical conformations; instead, they assumed alternate torsion angles along $\zeta$ and $\varepsilon$. For example, the relative crosspeak intensities between hydrogens 4/5 and between 4/9 are similar in Figure 6C and 6D but different in Figure 6B. Also, a crosspeak was observed between hydrogens 4/18 in Figure 6D, whereas it was lacking in 6B and 6C. Likewise, a crosspeak was noted between hydrogens 4/1 in Figure 6B, but lacking in 6C and 6D.
Collectively, the data suggested that one may not deduce a single accurate bound conformation that would be representative of this series. A more appropriate approach would be to consider that the right-hand sides may adopt multiple possible orientations which lie flat onto the upper plateau of the receptor. The transferred NOESY data indicated that these conformations were due mainly to differences in the ζ and ε torsion angles with significant interdependence on δ. These multiple orientations were modeled using compound 14 for convenience and taking into account the above differences noted for compounds 14, 15 and 16. Four complementary flat conformations involving torsion angles ζ and ε were modeled for compound 14 as shown in Figure 6A. These binding modes are consistent with our extensive structure-activity studies where it was found that
a variety of substituents were tolerated and complemented the flat surface feature of the upper plateau of the receptor (data not shown). For example, Appendix 3 of the Supporting Information shows a series of substituents meta, para or ortho to the aniline nitrogen to probe the spacial range that was tolerated. Although all compounds maintained flat conformations in the free-state, the para and meta substituents exhibited similar potencies whereas the ortho substituent resulted in a loss in activity (also noted for other unpublished examples). Thus, it became apparent that many substitutions were tolerated as long as planarity was maintained where the flat ligand conformations properly complemented the available surface feature of the upper plateau.

The ensemble of conformations shown in Figure 6A suggested that conformationally rigidified bioisosteres of the right-hand side amide moiety may be acceptable replacements. Bioisosteres of amide bonds are of significant utility in drug design as they often lead to compounds with improved cell-based potency and physicochemical properties.\textsuperscript{11} The most fruitful of our approaches is illustrated in Figure 7. The amide-aryl segment of the monocyclic diamide series 4 was replaced by a benzimidazole moiety in order to eliminate the amide bond and restrict rotation along $\zeta$. Although multiple types of bioisosteres were tolerated (data not shown), the structural modification shown in Figure 7 ultimately led to the discovery of deleobuvir (BI 207127) (compound 17) which is currently in phase III clinical trials.\textsuperscript{10}
Figure 7. Redesign of the structural hinge leading from diamide 4 to 17.

Figure 8B shows a model of 17 bound to the thumb pocket I subdomain of HCV polymerase. A close-up view given in Figures 8C reveals details of the binding mode where the red dotted box highlights the cyclized ring discussed above which lies flat on the upper plateau of the receptor. The colored surfaces in Figure 8C highlight the position of amino acid substitutions associated with compound resistance that lie immediately below the new right-side appendage that provided biological corroboration of this binding site.⁷ᵉ
Figure 8. (A) The structure of deleobuvir (17) is shown with a red-dotted box that highlights the region implicated in the novel structural hinge. (B) The space-filling view of 17 is displayed when docked to NS5B based on the X-ray structures of the apo and a related complex as described in detail earlier (PDB accession codes for the latter are 3MWV and 3MWW).\(^3\) (C) Stick view of 17 in the thumb I binding pocket.

Compound 17 is a potent and specific inhibitor of GT-1 HCV polymerase activity (IC\(_{50} = 50\) nM) and subgenomic antiviral activity (EC\(_{50} = 11\) nM and 23 nM in cell-based replicon GT1b and GT1a assays), and shows weak or no inhibition in specificity assays that include poliovirus RdRp, mammalian DdRp II and DNA polymerase \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(\gamma\).\(^{10,12}\) Furthermore, its \textit{in vitro} ADME and \textit{in vivo} cross-species PK profiles are consistent with further progression into drug development.\(^{14}\) Compound 17 displayed good antiviral potency and tolerability in early clinical trials of short-term treatment either as a single agent or in combination with pegylated interferon-\(\alpha2a/\)ribavirin (RBV) in HCV GT1 patients.\(^{8d}\) Moreover, the IFN-free combination of our NS3 protease inhibitor faldaprevir
in combination with 17 and RBV has demonstrated high efficacy and good tolerability in GT1b treatment-naive patients in phase II clinical trials.10

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents examples of how NMR-guided conformational restrictions and scaffold replacements are valuable strategies in drug design. Knowledge building via structure and dynamics approaches was found to be critical for hypotheses generation and follow-up studies. Here, we reported examples where promising new chemotypes were discovered and a new series led to a compound that advanced to clinical development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

_HCV assays._ Inhibition of GT-1b HCV NS5BΔ21 enzymatic activity was performed as previously described.7g The bicistronic luciferase reporter replicon, encoding the Con1 GT-1b NS2-NS5B coding region, and the experimental procedures for measuring EC_{50} values in the experiments reported above have been described elsewhere.12 Compounds were incubated with cells for 72 hours and the relative levels of luciferase present were determined using the Bright-Glo luciferase substrate (Promega) on a Packard Topcount instrument. Alternatively, GT-1a or GT-1b HCV subgenomic stable cell lines (129-S.16 or S22.3 cells, respectively) established at the Boehringer Ingelheim (Canada) Ltd R&D labs were also used to assess inhibition of HCV RNA replication in cell culture through quantification of HCV RNA levels by TaqMan quantitative real-time RT-PCR.7c EC_{50} values were determined by the non-linear
regression routine NLIN procedure of SAS (EC$_{50}$). All reported values are the average of at least $\geq 2$ measurements.

*Bound structures based on X-ray, NMR and docking.* The data presented in this work employed the same constructs, enzymatic assay and cell-culture assay as reported previously.$^3$ The bound structures of compounds 4, 17 and 14-16 were determined using a combination of X-ray, NMR and docking as described elsewhere.$^3$ Overall, they were docked to NS5B based on the X-ray structures of the apo and a related complex as described in detail earlier (PDB accession codes for the latter are 3MWV and 3MWW).$^3$

*NMR transferred NOESY data:* NOESY data were collected to extract intramolecular hydrogen distances of compounds 14-16 and S3 when bound to HCV polymerase. These distances were then applied as constraints in simulated annealing calculations to identify low-energy structures that also satisfy the NMR constraints. All of the compounds were soluble in buffer at concentrations equal to or greater than 0.2 mM, showed no evidence of self-aggregation as determined by NOESY and/or DLS data, had equal to or longer stability than 24 hours when in complex with HCV polymerase, and had relatively low levels of spin-diffusion artifacts.

For each compound, a multitude of transferred NOESY data were collected using many samples on 400, 600, and 800 MHz NMR spectrometers. NOESY data were processed using XWIN-NMR and Win2D software, and the NOESY crosspeaks were completely assigned by applying a combination of ROESY, COSY, NOESY, 1D spectra, HMQC, and HMBC data. Volumes of NOESY crosspeaks were measured and translated to inter-hydrogen distances. The 3D structures were calculated using MSI or CCG.
modeling software. A protocol which is similar to that previously described by LaPlante et al., *J. Biol. Chem.* 274, 18618-18624 (1998) was applied.
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